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1 - sora' new friend

(Ring Ring Ring)Kira-Kairi's mom: Kairi answer the phone. Kairi: Hello. Sora: Hay Kairi come over my
house i got somethin' to show you. Kairi: Ok be right over Sora. Kairi & Sora: ok cya. Kairi walks over to
sora's house and walks in. Sora: say hi kipp. Kipp-sora's friend: Hi kairi. Kairi: New friend of yours sora?
Sora: yes. He said he is  a keyblade master also .  Kairi; Oh, thets cool, now  you, him, Riku, and Roxas
can duel each other. Kipp: i would beat the crap out of you three! Sora: yeah right, bring it on. Sora and
kipp duel and kipp wins and almost kills kairi in the proccess. Kairi: sora he almost killed me. Sora: kairi i
dont really care! Kairi: fine than i am breaking up with you sora. Sora: fine, go ahead, i am already going
out with namine anyway. Kairi: u cheated on me?! Sora: no, i was going to break up with you before you
left anyway. Kipp: enough. kipp draws his keblade and knocks out sora and kairi with it. Kairi wakes up
in her house in her bed and thinks it's just a dream and forgets about it. Sora wakes up in complete
darkness. Sora: screems: where am i. Kipp's voice: in darkness idiot. Sora: kipp? Kipp: yes, now turn to
the dark side sora. Sora: no. Kipp yes. sora gets stabbed by something! Sora: gah. Kipp: ha, ha, ha.
Sora: the power! Kipp: that was the darkness blade sora, now you will turn to the darkside! Kipp: (evil
laugh) Kipp: loud: NOW SORA JOIN THE DARKSIDE. TO BE CONTINUED:
 



2 - sora's new self

Kipp has completely turned sora dark and now he has let him go back to Earth. Kipp: Now Sora destroy
Kairi. Sora: Yes kipp. Kipp: Here have this dark keyblade sora. Sora: OK. Sora takes the keyblade and
sends out to Kairi's house and walks in. Sora acts normal. Sora: hi Mrs.Y do you know where Kairi is?
Kira: No, sorry Sora she was freaking out about a crazy dream, said she would be back for supper, and
just left. Sora: did she say anything when she left? Kira: yes something about catching up with old
memories, and left. Sora: whispers: damn, the secrete cave! Kira: did you say something sora? Sora: no
nothing well, see ya later. Kira: bye. Sora leaves and heads over to Destiny island. Sora weilds the dark
keyblade and heads into the secrete cave that he, Kairi, and Riku discovered. When in there he saw
Kairi and riku making out. Sora: What is going on kairi. Riku get out sora. Sora: hah die Riku. Sora fights
riku and kills him. Kairi: no, riku, sora how could you? Sora: Kairi, i love you, but i have to kill you now,
sorry. Kairi: no. Kairi runs out of the cave and says stop sora. Sora: ok, i will give you 20 seconds to run
Kairi. Kairi: OK, bye. Kairi jumps on her raft and starts paddling back to Twilight town-their home. Sora:
yells: Watch out for Kipp when you get home Kairi. Kairi gets home and sees Kipp there. Kipp: hello
Kairi, remember me? TO BE CONTINUED.....



3 - Kairi's horrible death

Kairi gets off the raft when she arrives and tries to run, but kipp catches her and knocks her out. Kipp:
(evil laugh) Nighty night Kairi. Kairi wakes up chained to a wall and sees Sora lying over on
the other side of the dark room she is in. Kairi: Sora. Sora: what? Kairi: what are you doing in
here? Soar: kipp locked me in here because i failed my mission. Kairi: what missipon? Sora: to
kill you. Kairi: oh. Kipp opens the door and walks in Kipp: hi sora. Sora: hi am i
done yet? Kip: yes your free to go sora, and as for you Kairi, well i am going to personally kill you. Kairi:
ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh Kipp: shut up dog. Kipp slaps Kairi across the face and pulls out his
keyblade. Kipp: i am going to kill you now dog. sora; um bye kairi i love you, and i failed my mission to
kill you because i did not want to kill you. Kairi: no duh you homo. kipp swings the keyblade into the air
and slams it down into kairis chest with great force. killing her on the spot.kipp:finally that dog shut
up.sora: nooooooooooooo you cocksucker. TO BE CONTINUED......
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